
CABINET

Meeting date: 4 February 2016

From: Corporate Director – Environment and 
Community Services

CUMBRIA FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE INTEGRATED RISK 
MANAGEMENT PLAN AND ASSOCIATED ACTION PLAN

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 This report presents the draft Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 
2016-2020 as Appendix 1 and asks Cabinet Members to endorse the 
draft for recommendation to Council. 

1.2 It also presents a draft Action Plan as Appendix 2 and asks Cabinet 
Members to endorse the draft for recommendation to Council.

1.3 The draft IRMP and draft Action Plan for the Council were published on 
22 October as the basis for consultation with the public, partners and 
staff. This ended on 22 January 2016. A summary of the feedback 
received in respect of the draft IRMP and Action Plan is included as 
Appendix 3a.

2.0 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1 The IRMP forms part of the Council’s Policy Framework and its 
development has taken place alongside the development of the new 
Council Plan and the Medium Term Financial Plan.

2.2 The risks in Cumbria from fires and other emergencies that have been 
identified in the attached draft IRMP will direct the type and level of 
services provided over the coming years within the resources 
available.

2.3 Consideration of the impact on equality has been integral to the 
development of the draft IRMP. Need is considered when delivering the 
service and activity targeted where necessary. An Equality Impact 
Assessment of the Action Plan is included as Appendix 4. As a result 
of the impact assessment the council will continue to target 
preventative community safety activity at the most vulnerable in 
Cumbria.



2.4 In terms of rurality, the Integrated Risk Management Plan uses a wide 
variety of statistical data to suggest a direction of travel for the Fire 
Service over the next five years.  This data is down to LSOA level and 
supports individual station profiles that consider rurality and other 
unique risks in the locale of each station.  This analysis combined with 
the services commitment to identical response times irrespective of 
the urban/rural nature of the fire ensures that rural communities are not 
disadvantaged by the strategic direction of travel.  

2.5 In addition the IRMP contains a commitment to explore the use of more 
suitable vehicles to access remote properties in Cumbria to reinforce 
the service provision to the rural community.

2.6 Attached to the IRMP is an action plan that considers the future of a 
number of stations in Cumbria.  These stations have been selected 
based on a thorough analysis of the data and the expert opinion of the 
service management team.  The proposed changes affect a mix of 
urban and rural stations

3.0 RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that Cabinet

3.1 Endorse the draft IRMP as presented in Appendix 1 for 
recommendation to Council.

3.2 Endorse the draft Action Plan as presented in Appendix 2 for 
recommendation to Council.

3.3 Note the outcomes of the public engagement process that relate to the 
IRMP and Action Plan and agree the responses set out in Appendix 3a.

3.4 Delegate authority to the Corporate Director Environment and 
Community Services to make necessary amendments to the draft IRMP 
and draft Action Plan in consultation with the Leader, Deputy Leader of 
the Council and Portfolio Holder for Fire, Public Safety and Support 
Services prior to its consideration by Council on 18 February 2016.

ADVICE OF CORPORATE DIRECTOR – ENVIRONMENT AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICES

4.0 BACKGROUND

4.1 The production of an Integrated Risk Management Plan is a statutory 
requirement with the purpose of:

 identifying existing and potential risks to the community within the 
authority area 

 evaluating the effectiveness of current preventative and response 
arrangements 

 identifying opportunities for improvement and determine policies and 
standards for prevention and intervention 

 determining resource requirements to meet these policies and standards



4.2     The document operates as a tool to help ensure that modern and effective 
fire and rescue services are able to serve all sections of society fairly and 
equitably by:

 reducing the number of fires and other emergency incidents occurring; 
 reducing loss of life in fires and accidents
 reducing the number and severity of injuries in fires and other 

emergency incidents
 reducing the commercial, economic and social impact of fires and 

other emergency incidents
 safeguarding the environment and heritage (both built and natural);
 providing value for money

4.3 Government has adopted the approach that fire services need to take a   
modern, flexible, and risk based approach that can deliver improvements in 
community safety based on locally identified needs. This is the purpose of 
asking each Fire Authority to develop an IRMP. 

4.4 IRMPs put the focus of planning on people first, looking at the risks arising 
from the full range of fires and other emergency incidents, and at the options 
for their reduction and management. 

4.5 Individual station risk reviews and other strategies such as the water safety 
strategy 2014-17 support the IRMP.

4.6 To be effective, IRMPs need to provide a fully integrated, risk-managed 
approach to community safety, fire safety inspection and enforcement, and 
emergency response arrangements that will contribute to a safer 
environment. In order to provide a fair and equitable service it is necessary 
for fire and rescue authorities to take into account in their IRMPs the diverse 
needs of the population they serve and to assess how best to meet these 
needs, particularly in relation to community safety provisions.

  4.7 The draft IRMP provided as Appendix 1 has been developed in line with the 
approach set out above. The draft Action Plan provided as Appendix 2 sets 
out how the service would be delivered to meet the risks set out in the IRMP.

  4.8 As part of its responsibility to inform, consult and involve the public and key 
stakeholders in policy and decision making processes, Cumbria County 
Council published a suite of consultation documents on 22 October 
2015. This included a draft Integrated Risk Management Plan and Action 
plan; as well as a set of draft priorities for the Council Plan, and the 
Commissioning Strategy and Extra Care Strategy which set out the 
proposed strategic direction for adult social care.  

  4.9 These documents were published via a dedicated website, hard copies have 
been made available where required and awareness has been raised 
through various activities including press releases and direct emailing to 
stakeholder groups. The consultation ran until 22 January 2016. 

4.10 A number of events specifically related to the draft IRMP and associated 
action plan were organised which allowed members of the public to question 
officers from the service about the proposals. More detailed information 



about the feedback from the consultation is set out in Appendices 3 a, b and 
c. Feedback included a number of drop in sessions in the affected station 
areas. Of particular note was a public meeting in Arnside which was 
attended by approximately 200 people where strong views on proposals 
were shared by attendees. Responses from both the RFU and FBU were 
also received.

4.11 The consultation response rates were relatively low (<40) in regard to the 
actual draft IRMP document, however by contrast there were approaching 
300 responses concerned with the draft action plan attached to the IRMP 
and the proposed closure of stations.

4.12 Responses have also taken the form of letters of concern, from the public, 
parish and town councils, petitions, MPs and questions asked in both District 
Council Chambers and in Local Committees.

4.13 Members also had the opportunity to discuss the proposals at the scrutiny 
strategic planning day which aimed to raise awareness of the requirements 
and background of Integrated Risk Management Planning and to discuss the 
proposed action plan.

5.0 OPTIONS

5.1 Members may approve or not approve the draft IRMP as presented; or may 
approve the draft subject to certain amendments being made prior to its 
consideration by Council.

5.2 Members may approve or not approve the draft Action Plan as presented; or 
may approve the draft subject to certain amendments being made prior to its 
consideration by the Council.

6.0 RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1 There are no direct resource implications arising from the recommendations 
within this report. However, the IRMP document includes a number of 
service change and development proposals.  

6.2 These proposals are likely to have an impact on resources and future year 
budgets. These are set out in the Action Plan to the IRMP document.

6.3 The responses received as part of the consultation will be dealt with as part 
of the strategic planning process for 2016-19. 

7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1 The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 requires the production, by the 
County Council of an IRMP. Reviewing and updating the IRMP is therefore 
compliant with this statutory obligation.  The Act is not prescriptive as to the 
content of an IRMP. 



7.2 The IRMP forms part of the County Council’s Framework and will need to be 
finally recommended by Cabinet to Full Council for adoption.

8.0 CONCLUSION

8.1 There is a requirement to review on a regular basis the IRMP and by doing 
so, ensure that resources are directed to the priority areas.

8.2 The IRMP 2016-20 document and associated Action Plan presents the most 
up to date review of risk from fire and other emergencies across Cumbria, 
providing a framework to ensure the Service continues to be able to deliver 
effectively in Cumbria.

Dominic Donnini
Corporate Director – Environment and Community Services

25/01/2016

APPENDICES

Appendix 1 IRMP 2016-2020
Appendix 2 IRMP 2016-2020 Action Plan Year 1
Appendix 3a Summary of Consultation Feedback
Appendix 3b RFU Response
Appendix 3c FBU Response
Appendix 4 Equality Impact Assessment

Electoral Division(s): *

*  Please remove whichever option is not applicable

Executive Decision Yes

Key Decision Yes

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan? Yes

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency? No

N/AIf exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

YesHas this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

N/AHas an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been 
undertaken?

Yes*Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]

No previous relevant decisions



CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY

The IRMP proposals were discussed with Members as part of the Scrutiny 
Strategic Planning session held on the 6th November 2015

BACKGROUND PAPERS

No background papers
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